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An endangered species found in bogs
      and swamps in the Panhandle from
            Liberty and Franklin counties westward.
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White  Top P i tcher  P lant
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Grows in the mangroves of the most tropical counties.
       Its beautiful, aromatic flowers open at night or early
                morning during mosquito season.
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Worm Vine Orchid
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Was thought eliminated from Florida in
1979; however, a small patch

has been found on a 
single Florida Key.
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Semaphore Cactus
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Native to the western states, now widely
established in Florida where blooms

appear over a long period of 
spring through summer.
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Ind ian Blanket  or  B lanket  F lower
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Found in flatwoods, bogs and roadside
ditches throughout most of Florida,

blooms from late spring to fall.
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Drumheads or  Mi lkwort
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An endangered species found in Florida only
      around Chattahoochee where it blooms 

       during April in hammocks and bluffs.
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Fr inged Pink
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A short herb of wet pinelands and
roadsides.  It grows from a
small bulb, with grass-like
leaves and a single
flower atop the
1-2 foot stem.
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Pine L i ly
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Blooms in summer and fall in bogs, 
wet flatwoods and roadside
depressions.
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St .  John’s  Wort
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Found only in coastal
areas of southern
Florida, but grows
inland in parts
of the state 
farther north.
Hummingbirds
visit the flowers
for nectar.
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Coral  Bean
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A native of Texas and nearby states, it is now
       widely established in Florida and is one
                of our most abundant spring flowers.  It grows
                        in many colors and is prominent along roadsides.
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Roadside Phlox
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Is an endangered plant which grows only in pine
       flatwoods in eastern peninsular Florida.  It blooms
               in the fall, and its flowers do not open until late afternoon.
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Celest ia l  L i ly
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Is a small tree found in creek swamps 
       and bluffs of the Panhandle.
              It blooms during March and April.
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Flor ida Anise-Tree
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